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2. VACUA

Music: Sacha Laskow
Lyrics & Vocals: Jei Doublerice & Jerrod Maxwell-Lyster

It reverberates in my head this sense of vastness
Eyes can’t grasp the distance
Surroundings spin in a macabre dance

I loathe life, malicious intent fills my lungs
I wish death to become my companion

Thousands of palpitating hands try to reach
I can’t stand their touch

Craters hold keys
Core the signs
Ancient seas
Myriads of eyes are looking for answers
Prophet of extinction, sealer of fates

It reverberates in my head this sense of vastness
Eyes can’t grasp the distance

I loathe life, malicious intent fills my lungs
I wish death to become my companion

The sky burns, the waters boil
All that you denied is now in front of you

Craters hold keys
Core the signs
Ancient seas
Narrow minded fools
The remnants will learn from the ruins
Was it worth it?

It reverberates in my head this sense of vastness
Surroundings spin in a macabre dance
Was it worth it? The price of your greed will be paid by all
Your minds will be ripped apart and re-calibrated
We raped and abused the soil
Ate away all the energy
We became the plague of our own kind
To feel part of something we shattered the whole

Witness the end of time, the end of life
You are the plague and we are the cure
We are the saviors you were waiting for
Extinguishing your existence will bring balance back
And fill the life you unfairly took out from your given home
You couldn’t help yourself
You are the poison of earth
Can you hear me? I must get out of here

Multiply and consume is your only purpose
Your destruction was self-made
You have become the ghost of what you once were

This is the epoch in which you will
Witness the end of time, the end of life
We raped and abused the soil
Ate away all the energy
We became the plague of our own kind

We are the end
You are the plague and we are the cure
We are the saviors you were waiting for
Extinguishing your existence will bring balance back
And fill the life you unfairly took out from your given home
You couldn’t help yourself
You are the poison of earth
Can you hear me? I must get out of here

This is the era of void
The epoch when you all will witness the end
4. TENEBOUS

Music: Sacha Laskow & Chris Wiseman
Lyrics & Vocals: Jei Doublerice & Jerrod Maxwell-Lyster

No one can see
With eyes sewn closed
My hands can’t hold
Those secrets bind me

Everything will end, everything will return to silence
Witness the end of this self made inhuman catastrophe
Nothing’s left
The void has spared one more captive, however freedom is lost
I am the wind of devastation

In the dark we will return
Nothing of what we knew exists anymore
We are what’s left of our world
Forsaken and forgotten never to return

We are what’s left of this world
I’ve seen the cold
Turn back on everything
Leaving no stones
For diamonds

We are what’s left of our world
Nothing of what we knew exists anymore

Witness the end of this self made inhuman catastrophe
Nothing’s left
The void has spared one more captive, however freedom is lost
Hopeless scenes, violent explosions

Alone in the vast obscurity
The origins of our existence
The cause of our extinction
I witnessed stars wither
5. INSTRANSGENT

Music: Sacha Laskow & Calle Thommer
Lyrics & Vocals: Jei Doublerice

The beginning and the end converge
Reaching for another me
Draining energy from the whole

Enraged and abandoned
Behold the terrifying void
Ascend the skies
Leave this earth behind
Oh, the great storm of elements
Free us all, come forth

Twisting life and smashing your creations
Call my name and I will hear you
A rotten cosmos hidden somewhere in time
An abandoned monster, no warnings, no signs
A vile relentless voice resonates

It resonates

Enraged and abandoned
Behold the terrifying void
Ascend upon the skies
Leave this earth behind
Oh, the great storm of elements
Free us all, come forth

The beginning and the end converge
Faster than light, terrifying void

Twisting life and smashing your creations
Call my name and I will hear you
A rotten cosmos hidden somewhere in time
An abandoned monster, no warnings, no signs
A vile relentless voice resonates

Inevitable
I left you with a choice and you chose death
Swallowed into nothingness
How can you fear the void? I am offering salvation
But you’re blind to see it
A vile relentless voice resonates

Draining energy from the whole
And giving it back in the form of chaos